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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

 To understand how different stakeholders trade-off between different types of benefit possibly generated

 An exploratory research method was adopted through a face-to-face one-day meeting with 3

by a new technology is an important aspect of the health decision making process. (1)

neurologists, 3 patients’ representants, 3 public payers and 3 health technology assessment (HTA)

 Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) allows a systematically and explicitly process that addresses all
key factors impacting decisions, providing a clear framework to assess the value of a technology. (2,3)

experts.
 A literature review was carried out in search of priority criteria within RRMS.

 In the healthcare setting, MCDA has been suggested as a tool to help deliberative discussions, through
the partial approach. (4)

 The criteria identified after literature review were presented to the participants, so that together they
could validate, exclude or include some new criteria.

 MCDA structure complex problems into a comprehensive set of criteria (2), and helps decision markers to
trade-off between the selected criteria, providing a systematic and robust way to elicit preferences. (1)

 Swing weighting method was used to elicit preferences.
 The criteria were initially ordered by participants per their importance for decision making, the first
criterion of the list being considered the most important (given 100 points). Weights between 0 and 100
were assigned to the other criteria to reflect the relative importance of their performance ranges

OBJECTIVES
 To identify priority criteria and their relevance to health decision-making using a MCDA partial approach
in the context of relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS).

compared with that of the criterion judged most important.
 The weights were normalized dividing each criterion’s point by the sum of points (add up to 1).
 The top-ranked criterion from each category were taken to compare with the other categories.

RESULTS
 Final criteria set included five categories: efficacy, safety, quality of life, cost-effectiveness and convenience of the RRMS treatments. Efficacy category included the annualized relapse rate (ARR), Expanded Disability
Status Scale (EDSS) progression and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) endpoints, while safety category included infections, serious infections, malignancies and injection-site reactions (Figure 1).
 MRI endpoints criterion was the most important within efficacy category according to neurologists (45% of the total weight), whilst HTA experts and payers considered the ARR (50% and 45%, respectively). Patients
results were almost similar for ARR and EDSS progression (46% and 45%, respectively) (Figure 2).
 For safety category, neurologists and HTA experts identified malignancies as the most important criterion (38% and 40%, respectively). Payers considered serious infections (34%), while patients considered infection
related criterion (36%) (Figure 3).
 The final analysis showed that, for neurologists, payers and patients, efficacy was the main criterion for decision-making (37%, 24% and 21%, respectively). However, patients also classified the safety criterion as
important as efficacy (21%). Cost-effectiveness was the main criterion for HTA experts (30%), followed by efficacy (27%) (Figure 4).

Figure 1. Final set of criteria.

Figure 3. Weights distribution among criteria – safety category.

HTA: health technology assessment; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale.

Figure 2. Weights distribution among criteria – efficacy category.

Figure 4. Weights distribution among criteria – general result.
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 Efficacy was the main criterion for three of the four stakeholders’ groups, while HTA experts were the only
group who gave a greater weight for the economic criterion.

